
Stop Smoking as Treatment



Facts about smoking

■ 1/3rd of world population-Smoker
◆ Males: > 1 billion
◆ Females: > 250 million

■ Industrialized Countries
◆ % of Male smokers: 50%
◆ % of Female smokers 22%

■ Developing countries
◆ Males 35%
◆ Females 9%

(Source: World Health Report)
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Facts about smoking

■ Three million deaths annually because of
smoking – means one death after every 8
seconds.

■ Ten million deaths annually expected by 2020 -
means one death after every three seconds.

■ Developed countries have reduced smoking
by 10% while developing countries have
increased by 60% after 1970.
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Composition of tobacco

■ About 4000 toxic substances are
present in tobacco

■ Most important and dangerous
constituents:
◆ Nicotine
◆ Carbon Monoxide
◆ Tar
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Smokers die early

Pirie et al Lancet. 2013 Jan
12;381(9861):133-41 Hayden McRobbie

2014



Prevalence (smoking
rates)

Percentage of males smoking any tobacco product



Prevalence (smoking
rates)

Percentage of females smoking any tobacco
product
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Damaging Effects of
Tobacco

Image source: Jack
Henningfield.
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Nicotine Receptor
Modulation

Image source: Jack
Henningfield.
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Increased Receptors

Image source: Jack
Henningfield.



Effects of Nicotine

■ Nicotine affects almost every
organ system in the body.

■ When you puff:



Effects of Smoking on the Body and
Health



Smoking is an addictive habit that can cause
damage to your body in many ways.
Click on the icons to find out some of the
consequences.



There is a lot of proof that
tobacco smoking is the major
factor in the development of
coronary artery disease which
can lead to a heart attack.
Nicotine can cause a rise in heart
rate and blood pressure, which is
very dangerous for people who
already have high blood pressure.



 Smoking turns your
teeth yellow by leaving
sticky tar deposits
which can also cause
brown stains.

Smoking is the most universal bad dental
health habit!



Smoking encourages the build up
of fatty tissues in the arteries,
which contributes to the
development of heart disease.

Cardiovascular disease can take
many forms depending on which
blood vessels are involved, and
all of them are more common in
people who smoke.



People who smoke have difficulty
competing with non-smoking
peers because the physical
effects of smoking, like rapid
heartbeat and shortness of
breath, impair sports
performance.



The smell of stale smoke
tends to linger - not
just on people's clothing,
but on their hair,
furniture, and cars. And
it's often hard to get
the smell of smoke out.



Tobacco smoke is the primary
cause of lung cancer.
Although non-smokers can get
lung cancer, the risk is about
10 times greater for smokers.
The risk is also increased by
the number of cigarettes
smoked per day.



Comparison Healthy Lung and the Lung of a
Smoker



Consequences of smoking

■ Economic loss
■ Health loss
■ Socio-cultural loss
■ Psychological loss
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• Hypertension
• Cardiovascular Disease
• Stroke
• Atherosclerosis
• Peptic Ulcer Disease
• Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD)
• Diabetes
• Cancer: Lung, Oral, Larynx, Esophagus, Kidney, Bladder,

Pancreas

Why Smoking Cessation
is Important?



Why Smoking Cessation
is DIFFICULT?



Rewards of Smoking

■ The average smoker takes ten puffs per
cigarette.

■ If you smoke a pack of cigarettes a day,
this is about 200 puffs

■ Each puff of nicotine reaches the smokers
brain within 7 seconds

Twice as fast as a syringe full of heroin
injected into a vein!



Most smokers say that smoking:
Helps with concentration
Helps reduce tension
Helps them relax
Decreases feelings of distress
Helps keep their weight down
Increases energy levels

Rewards of Smoking



Symptoms of nicotine
withdrawal

■ Sleep disturbance
■ Poor concentration
■ Craving for nicotine
■ Irritability or aggression
■ Depression
■ Restlessness
■ Increased appetite



■ With all these rewards,
■ No wonder it is so hard to

quit!!!!



Smoking cessation

Smoking cessation will almost always
lead to a longer and healthier life.



Good News!

■ The great majority of
negative health effects can
be reduced or eliminated by

quitting!!



When smokers quit

■ After 20 minutes:
◆ Blood pressure drops to normal.
◆ Pulse rate drops to normal.
◆ Temperature of hands becomes normal.

■ After 8 hours:
◆ Carbon monoxide level in blood drops to

normal
◆ Oxygen level in blood increases to normal.
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When smokers quit
■ After 24 hours:

◆ Chance of heart attack decreases

■ After 48 hours:
◆ Nerve endings start growing.
◆ Ability to smell and taste is enhanced.
◆ Walking becomes easier.

■ After 2 weeks –3 months:
◆ Circulation improves.
◆ Lung function increases up to 30%.
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When smokers quit

■ After 1-9 months:
◆ Coughing, sneezing, congestion, fatigue,

shortness of breath decrease.
◆ Cilia re-grow in the lungs, increasing ability

to handle mucous, clean the lungs and to
reduce infection.

■ 1 year:
◆ Risk of coronary heart disease is half that of

a smoker.
■ 5 years after:

◆ Stroke risk is reduced to that of a
nonsmoker.
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When smokers quit

■ After 10 years:
The lung cancer death rate is about half

that of a continuing smoker's.

■ After 15 years:
 The risk of coronary heart disease is that of

a nonsmoker’s.

(Source: American Cancer society)
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What you need to
quit.

■ Make a plan.
■ Adopt a healthier lifestyle, which

includes eating right, exercising,
managing stress and getting
support from family and friends.



Remaining Quit

Treatment
◆ Behavioural

support
◆ Pharmacotherapy
◆ Supportive

environment
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YOU CAN DO IT!!




